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Cones or wedges inserted between an ultrasonic transducer and a specimen enhances certain
characteristics of the transducers. Such an arrangement is useful in that the transducer can be used
for transmitting and receiving signals on a point~or line! source, which can eliminate the
undesirable aperture effect that makes the transducer blind to waves traveling in certain directions
and to those of certain frequencies. In this paper, a comprehensive numerical analysis based on a
wave propagation model is carried out to study the characteristics and parameters of wedges. We
study the effect of dimensions, shape and aperture on frequency response and directivity. For
computational accuracy and efficiency, the boundary element method is used in the analysis.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Ultrasonic transducers used in the non-destructive ev
ation ~NDE! and testing~NDT! are traditionally fabricated in
circular or rectangular shapes of finite dimensions~typically
0.5 to 2.5 cm diameter!. Although these transducers are ea
to manufacture and they provide strong and well-direc
signals, there are some disadvantages associated with
relatively large dimensions with respect to the waveleng
The main disadvantages of a large transducer include si
distortion, the fact that certain frequency components may
cut off, and the near field effect, which are generally refer
to asaperture effects.

The benefits of using point sources and point receiv
for NDE have been addressed by Sachse.1 One of the ways
to produce point contact between the transducer and the
get surface is to use a miniature or pencil-tip transducer.
et al.2 demonstrated a technique to achieve small contact
face areas of as low as 200 to 400mm in diameter by directly
cutting a piezoelectric plate using a laser beam. Another
perhaps easier way to provide point contact is to use a cy
drical cone or a triangular wedge whose vertex or knife-e
is in contact with the surface while a normal sized transdu
is mounted on the flat surface of the wedge. Note that
former ~cone! produces a point contact while the latt
~wedge! can be used to produce a hairline contact. The us
wedges to collimate waves and to generate point sources
first introduced by Ying in 1967.3

The propagation of ultrasonic waves radiating from
transducer has been studied by many investigators in an
fort to understand the response of the transducer as a sys
For example, Imamura4 computed the particle velocities o
the waves for circular point transducers. Kimoto and Hiro5

studied a transmitter–receiver setup by modeling the tra

a!Send correspondence to Professor Shi-Chang Wooh, 5 Moore Cir.,
ford, Massachusetts 01730. Electronic mail: scwooh@mit.edu
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mitting transducer as a distributed traction and using
weight function on the displacements of the receiving tra
ducer. They used the boundary element method~BEM! to
model the pulse-echo test from a standard A-scan signal
improve the model of the transducer, Schmerr6 introduced
the transfer function for the transducer–specimen syst
which makes it possible to obtain variations of appro
mately 20% between the experimental and numerical sign
Marty et al.7 experimented with the propagation of Lam
waves generated by point source excitation on the surfac
a plate. Wooh and Zhou8,9 and Shi and Wooh10,11 studied the
behavior of laser excited ultrasonic bulk and guided wav
respectively. A general guideline to design transducers ca
found in the Nondestructive Testing Handbook.12 Note that
these are just a few examples of the many studies previo
carried out.

Despite the abundance of studies in these areas and
fact that wedges have been used in practice for a long ti
the response of the wedge has not been studied in grea
tail. To our understanding, little knowledge about the effe
of mechanical coupling between the transducer and
specimen through a wedge is available. The study descr
in this paper is motivated by the capacity of point or hairli
transducers to overcome the deleter´ious aperture effects o
larger transducers. We report the results of a comprehen
parametric study in an effort to establish guidelines and
teria for optimum wedge design. The conclusions dra
from our numerical study allow us to predict the influenc
of boundary conditions and wedge geometries on
transducer–specimen coupling mechanisms.

II. TRANSDUCER DESIGN ASPECTS

A. Aperture effects

To demonstrate the aforementioned aperture effects,
take the example of a large transducer used in detecting R
leigh waves on the surface. The response of the transd
d-
2919919/9/$20.00 © 2004 Acoustical Society of America
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TABLE I. Design criteria.

Criteria Effect

Small contact area with specimen Reduces the aperture effect.
Large contact area with specimen Can transmit higher energy.
Large contact area with transducer Can transmit higher energy.
Wedge shape Avoids spurious eigen-modes or unexpected wave

propagations~within the wedge in comparison to direct contact!.
Allows for feasible manufacturing processes.
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can be expressed by the superposition of the wave displ
ments detected by the transducer as the wave propag
through the surface of contact between the transducer an
target material, that is,

u~ t !5
1

A E
V

u~x,t !dV, ~1!

whereu(t) is the surface displacement andV is the contact
surface of the areaA. If a one-dimensional harmonic wave o
the form

u~x,t !5B cos~kx2vt !, ~2!

is considered to be detected by a circular transducer of ra
a, where k is the wave number andv is the angular fre-
quency, then the detected signal would be expressed in
simple form

u~ t !5
2J1~ka!

ka
B cos~vt !, ~3!

whose amplitude has zero-crossing points at every root of
Bessel functionJ1(ka).

B. Design criteria

As explained earlier, the problem of the vanishing fr
quency components due to phase cancellation can be
solved by physically reducing the size of the contact a
using a wedge. An optimal design can be reached by con
ering the effects shown in Table I. Our goals are to optim
the design based on manufacturing and operation crit
while maintaining the simplicity of signal transmission a
reducing the aforementioned oscillatory effects.

III. SYSTEM RESPONSE

A. Transfer function

In order to characterize the transducer–specimen we
system, we use the transfer function, assuming that the
tem is linear time-shift invariant. Transfer functions are oft

FIG. 1. Schematic of a generic NDE system.
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expressed in terms of Green’s functions when averaging
measurement over the transducer’s surface area.

Our objective is to analyze the performance of t
wedge working as a participating component of a compl
NDE measurement system. A wedge can be used either
transmitter or receiver, or both at the same time. For this,
arguably sufficient that we only need to study the frequen
response of transducers located at two well-chosen po
We first define a number of essential components of a typ
ultrasonic NDE system shown in Fig. 1. The system cons
of five distinct components characterized by their respec
transfer functions denoted by the symbolsh(IT) ~function
generator or pulser!, h(TPi ) ~transmitting transducer!, h(PU)

~specimen!, h(UR) ~receiving transducer!, and h(RO) ~signal
receiving unit!. In this system, we deal with four differen
signal levels:s(I ) ~input signal!, s(O) ~output signal!, s(T)

~signal just emitted from the transmitting transducer!, and
s(R) ~signal arrived at the receiving transducer!.

The electrical and mechanical responses of a trans
ting transducer are invariants that can be determined in
pendently by choosing the wedge parameters. Thus,
transmitted signals(T) is defined simply as normal stresses
tractions distributed on the area of contact between
wedge and the transducer. The functionh(TP) relates the
emitted signal and the pressure induced in the specimen a
internal pointz2 located underneath the tip of the transm
ting transducer, i.e.,

p~z2!5h~TP!* s~T!. ~4!

The functionh(UR) relates the received signals(R) and the
induced displacementu(z1) at a point (z1) located under-
neath the receiving wedge, i.e.,

s~R!5h~UR!* u~z1!. ~5!

FIG. 2. Definitions of two reciprocal problems:~a! Transmitter and~b!
receiver.
Rus, Wooh, and Gallego: Analysis and design of wedge transducers
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FIG. 3. Three different models used in the wedge d
sign: Models~a!, ~b!, and~c!.
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Likewise, the functionh(PU) is the transfer function of the
specimen relatingu andp,

u~z1!5h~PU!* p~z2!, ~6!

which is also an invariant for different wedges. The trans
functions can be obtained directly in the transformed f
quency domain by dividing the output signal by the inp
function. Similarly,h(IT) andh(RO) reflect the response of th
two electrical systems of the transmitter,s(T)5h(IT)* s(I ),
and the receiver,s(O)5h(RO)* s(R).

The overall output of the system is the convolution
the input signal and the transfer functions of all the com
nents in the signal path, i.e.,

s~O!5s~ I !* h~ IT !* h~TP!* h~PU!* h~UR!* h~RO!. ~7!

Since the functionsh(IT), h(PU), andh(RO) remain invariant
through a test in regard to the wedge design, it is only n
essary to study the functionsh(TP) and h(UR), whose re-
sponses vary for different wedges. We use a partial mode
the latter as follows.

B. Reciprocity between the transmitting and receiving
subsystems

In principle, we should consider the wedges as in
grated parts of the transmitting and receiving transduc
The transmitting wedge–specimen system model is show
Fig. 2~a!, in which the piezoelectric transducer is simp
modeled as pressure distributed uniformly on the con
areaGc . Using this model, we can compute the particle d
placements in the radial direction~n! at all the pointsz lo-
cated on an arbitrary arc of fixed radiusr. This allows us to
study the directional dependency or thedirectivity of the
waves propagating into the medium. To study the charac
istics of the receiver assembly, a reciprocal model shown
Fig. 2~b! is considered. In this model, the particles on the
of radiusr are loaded in then direction by applying pressur
in the form of a Dirac delta function. Then, the output sign
is calculated by integrating the normal displacements o
the surface (Gc) of contact between the wedge and the
ceiving transducer.

It is sufficient to study only one of these models to an
lyze both cases, because the reciprocal model yields iden
results. To prove this, we simply need to recall Betti’s rec
rocal theorem of continuum mechanics~Green’s theorem!
between the primary~a! and secondary~b! states, i.e.,

E
V

bk
buk

a dV1E
G
pk

buk
a dG5E

V
bk

auk
b dV1E

G
pk

auk
b dG,

~8!
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wherebk is the body force field,uk is the displacement field
in the V domain, andpk5s jknj is the stress vector on th
boundaryG, respectively. If we apply the reciprocity theore
between the two states shown in Fig. 2 with the followi
loading and boundary conditions:

Primary state~a! H bk
a50,

pk
a5H ~0,1!, Gc ,

0, elsewhere,

~9!

Secondary state~b! H bk
b5d~z!nk ,

pk
b50,

~10!

then we get

nkuk
a~z!5E

Gc

u2
b dG. ~11!

This means that the results of the two models are identi
and we need to study only one of the models to desc
both.

FIG. 4. Frequency response of the stocky (height51.27 cm) and tall
(height52.54 cm) wedges with various contact areas. A wider and smoo
plateau appears at high frequencies asa increases, particularly for the talle
wedge.
2921ooh, and Gallego: Analysis and design of wedge transducers
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TABLE II. Specifications of the wedge shapes considered in design.

Design Profile
Contact area

a ~cm!
Height
h ~cm!

Focal frequency
f c ~kHz!

1 Constant~no reduction of area! 2.540 0.000 0
2 Linear ~narrow contact area! 0.010 1.270 489
3 Linear 0.100 1.270 489
4 Linear ~wide contact area! 0.500 1.270 489
5 Linear ~doubled height! 0.100 2.540 979
6 Linear (43height) 0.100 5.080 1957
7 Linear (203height) 0.100 25.400 9790
8 Linear ~45 degrees sides! 0.100 1.220 470
9 Circular ~concave: 0°–45°! 0.100 2.950 1136
10 Elliptical ~vertically scaled30.5) 0.100 1.470 566
11 Logarithmic„y5a log(bx)… 0.100 1.270 489
12 Circular~convex! 0.100 1.260 485
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C. Boundary element method

In studying and designing the wedge–specimen syste
we use the boundary element method~BEM! because of its
clear advantages over the finite element or other disc
methods. First, the BEM does not require remeshing of
body domain at each iteration. This not only reduces
computational time but also eliminates small but import
perturbations caused by changing the mesh. Second, b
ducing the dimension of the problem by one, the fine mes
required by high frequency become affordable through
BEM.

We use the singular formulation of the boundary integ
equation,

ck
i ~x!uk~x!1E

G
–@pk

i ~y;x!uk~y!2uk
i ~y;x!pk~y!#dG~y!

50.

This equation obviously relates the displacementsuk and the
tractionspk exclusively at the boundaries. If we use the co
plex presentation of fundamental harmonic solutions forpk

i

and uk
i , then solving this equation yields fundamental h

monic solutions for a single frequencyv. In the equation,ck
i

is a geometry-dependent constant, and the integral has
oc. Am., Vol. 115, No. 6, June 2004
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sense of Cauchy’s Principal Value. In implementation,
use the classical conforming discretization scheme with q
dratic elements, eight-point Gauss integration after regu
ization and displaced collocation strategy. The implemen
tion details are developed in Rus.13 This equation is used fo
both boundary and internal points.14,15

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

The parametric design is based on three different mod
shown in Fig. 3. The model~a! shows an emitting transduce
sitting on a standalone wedge. This model is used to st
the effects of the transducer’s contact areas and hei
Model ~b! shows the transmission of energy into the spe
men through a wedge. This model is used to compute
transfer function of the combined assembly and directiv
analysis. Finally, model~c! shows a signal coming from th
specimen to the transducer mounted on a wedge. This m
is used to demonstrate the improved reception due to
presence of the wedge. In addition, a combination of
models is used to analyze the effects of the boundary co
tions.

To ensure the precision of the BEM results, the mo
was discretized with approximately 70 quadratic eleme
y.

ct

ty,
FIG. 5. Design 1. Combined frequency and directivit
Above left: wedge shape~no wedge!, Above right: gain
from zoneA ~transducer! to B ~contact zone!, Below:
two perspectives of the gain fromB to C ~internal point
in the specimen at every angle!. Both gains should ide-
ally be as horizontal and uniform as possible. Dire
transducer–specimen contact~no wedge! gives undesir-
ably wavy response in both frequency and directivi
as expected.
Rus, Wooh, and Gallego: Analysis and design of wedge transducers
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FIG. 6. Design 2. An ideally narrow contact area giv
very flat directivity response in the high frequency ban
but with high signal attenuation. Design 3~graphics
omitted!. A slightly enlarged contact area provides be
ter results than those of Design 2.
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and with a frequency sampling between 0 and 1 MHz at
increment of 10 kHz. The material used in this study is 43
steel. The acoustical and physical properties of the mate
are given by its longitudinal wave speedcL55850 m/s,
transverse wave speedcT53240 m/s and its mass densityr
57220 kg/m3.

For the sake of convenience and without losing gene
ity for conclusions, we only considered two-dimension
problems, in that a wedge was assumed to have an infin
large dimension in its lateral direction. From the practic
point of view, we use a fixed value of 2.54 cm~1.0 in.! for
the dimensionw ~the area of contact between the transdu
and the wedge!. Then we varied the height~h! and the base
contact area~a! of the transducer to study their influences
the transfer function.

A. Base contact area and height

Figure 3~a! illustrates the model of the isolated wedg
with all free boundary conditions. In order to compute t
transfer function of this model, we first consider a contin
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 115, No. 6, June 2004 Rus, W
n
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ous monochromatic traction of unit magnitude applied on
transducer–wedge interface. Then the displacements a
bottom face~no traction! at all discrete locations are com
puted using the BEM, and they are integrated over the a
to obtain the overall time-averaged output of the system. T
ratio of the integrated displacement and the excitation fu
tion in the frequency domain yields the transfer function
the wedge.

To study the effects of the base contact area and
wedge height, we consider wedges of two slenderness ra
stocky and tall wedges. Figure 4 shows the computed tra
fer functions of the stocky (h51.27 cm) and tall (h
52.54 cm) wedges with various contact areas (a50.05,
0.10, 0.20, and 0.40 cm!, respectively.

We should recall at this point that an ideal transfer fun
tion is represented by a uniformly flat curve for all freque
cies. Since it is practically not possible to achieve this go
we should admit that we can use only a limited range
frequencies within which the transfer function is reasona
act
cts.
FIG. 7. Design 4. When the wedge–specimen cont
area is too large, it causes undesirable aperture effe
2923ooh, and Gallego: Analysis and design of wedge transducers
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FIG. 8. Design 5. A taller linear wedge with medium
contact area provides improved response in both dir
tivity and frequency. Design 6~graphics omitted!. A
taller wedge provides excellent response in terms
both frequency and directivity.
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flat. Our immediate conclusion upon investigating Fig. 4
that the base contact areaa has little influence on the fre
quency response of the wedge. We may note that the us
frequency range in this configuration is the band above
kHz, where the response function is smooth and flat as c
pared to that in the low-frequency region. It can also
observed that increasing the base contact area extend
lower bound of the usable frequency band. This trend is p
ticularly strong for the caseh52.54 cm, as shown by th
extended plateau of smoother and slower slope in the
sponse function fora50.40 cm andh52.54 cm.

B. Transfer functions and directivity

For proper transducer design, it is important to und
stand the behavior of the emitted wave field that can be c
acterized quantitatively by the natural focal lengthN and the
aperture angleg given by the relationship12

N5
~0.97w!2f

4cp
and sing5

0.51cp

0.97w f
, ~12!
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wherecp is the phase velocity in the specimen andf is the
frequency. It can be easily shown from this relationship t
the reduced source area decreasesN asg increases. As men
tioned earlier, the purpose of using a wedge is to provid
quasipoint~or hairline! source. This means that we intende
to generate cylindrical~for hairline sources! or spherical
waves ~for point sources!. To validate the performance in
achieving this goal, it is necessary to investigate the dir
tional dependency of the propagating beam. In this paper
study the directivity of the beam emitted from a transduce
wedge block using the model shown in Fig. 3~b!. Directivity
is obtained by computing the farfield displacements along
arc located at a fixed distance from the source~we usew/2
51.27 cm).

We considered thirteen different wedge shapes in
study. The most common and easiest shape is trapezoid~lin-
ear profile!. In addition to this simple shape with some vari
tions, we also considered different geometric profiles such
circular, elliptical, and logarithmic shapes. The detailed d
sign specifications are shown in Table II and the cro
n-

ce

ge
se
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FIG. 9. Design 7. An extremely tall wedge causes i
stabilities due to excessive attenuation~240 dB A–B)
at high frequencies. Design 8~graphics omitted!.
Choosing a 45° wall angle does not necessarily produ
any improvement. Design 9~graphics omitted!. The fre-
quency and directivity responses of a horn-like wed
are similar to those of Design 5, but it provides a wor
gain A–B.—Design 10~graphics omitted!. This short
horn-like design yields severe instabilities at low fre
quencies.
Rus, Wooh, and Gallego: Analysis and design of wedge transducers
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FIG. 10. Design 11. A logarithmic profile does not pro
vide any improvement. Design 12. The performance
a half-circle design is poor.
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sectionalviews of each design are illustrated in Figs. 5–
~in the upper left hand corners of the figures!. The curves in
the upper right quadrants of these figures represent
frequency-dependent gain produced by the wedge itself
each design, i.e., the ratio of average displacements a
transducer–wedge interface~A! and the wedge-specimen in
terface~B! plotted as a function of frequency.

The plots at the bottom of Figs. 5–10 are the ga
achieved while traveling from a point onB to the arcC. In
other words, these figures represent the displacement
point on C normalized by the average displacement of s
face B. The gain between the points onA and C are not
shown but they can easily be computed by multiplying
respective gains in pathsA–B andB–C. The gains at all the
discrete points onC are computed and plotted as a functi
of propagation angle as well as frequency. The same res
are displayed both in gray scale images~where the pixel
intensity represents the gain! and perspective three
dimensional plots for a clear presentation. Remember
the goal of an ideal design is to achieve a flat platfor
which provides little dependency on frequency and propa
tion angle. Some of the design configurations are omitte
this paper due to space limitations, but they are available
contacting authors. The following are the key observatio
derived from the set of figures:

Figure 5 ~Design 1! shows the results for direc
transducer–specimen contact, i.e., no wedge is used in
configuration. The first attempt to reduce the oscillatory p
formance is to insert a wedge having a very small con
area with the specimen~Design 2, Fig. 6!. This certainly
enhances the effective aperture angle and gives more
form gain. But it produces excessive attenuation at so
frequencies. Besides, it is difficult manufacture such a sh
wedge. As the wedge–specimen contact area is enla
~Design 3!, the response shows improvements in both f
quency and directivity. However, when the area grows exc
sively ~Design 4, Fig. 7!, the performance gets worse an
great instabilities occur. Up to this point, the best design
No. 3.
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Now we play with the wedge height. As the wedge b
comes taller~Designs 5 and 6!, the directivity is improved
and the response becomes smoother, but excessive att
tion at high frequencies makes tall wedges undesirable.
ure 9 ~Design 7! shows an unstable response in an extre
case. No revealing relationship was found between the fo
depth and the height of the wedge.

Design 8 tests a wedge with a 45° angle in an effort
reduce the effect of reflections inside the wedge, but no
provements are found and the response is very similar to
of Design 3. Horn-like shapes and other geometric variati
are tested in Designs 9 to 12. They do not necessarily
prove the performance. We also observe that the mechan
coupling due to the presence of the specimen affects
transfer function by attenuating the gain at some frequen
and negatively affecting its behavior. Compare the results
Fig. 4 (a50.10 cm,h51.27 cm) and those of Fig. 10~Gain

FIG. 11. Directivity plot for some frequencies and selected designs. De
5 can be chosen as optimal, establishing a compromise between a hom
neous directivity and gain. The enhancements of this design are enlight
against the absence of the wedge~Design 1!.
2925ooh, and Gallego: Analysis and design of wedge transducers
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A–B). The former takes into account the specimen wher
the latter does not.

We may conclude from these observations that a pr
erly designed wedge can improve the directivity patterns
order to elucidate the directivity enhancements of the b
designs, we show in Fig. 11 the directivities of different d
signs at various frequencies.

C. Verification of the improvement

The problem of vanishing frequency components due
phase cancellation along the surface measurement ca
solved by inserting a wedge. This problem is modeled
merically by considering a semiinfinite space where a pl
P-wavefront arrives at a variable angle@see Fig. 3~c!#.

Figure 12 gives the gain as a function of the incide
angle. The cancellation effect is clearly observed from
gain without using the wedge~direct contact!. The valleys

FIG. 12. Response upon inclination of incident wave. Uniformity due to
presence of the wedge is emphasized.
2926 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 115, No. 6, June 2004
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shown in the gains at frequencies of 500 kHz and 1 MHz
the indication of the phase cancellation effect. These vall
disappear when the wedge is inserted~bottom figure! causing
the responses to become more uniform.

D. Boundary conditions

The boundary conditions should take into account
coupling between the transducer and the wedge, whic
equivalent to prescribing boundary conditions in terms
stresses and displacements at the transducer–wedge inte
and computing the resulting stresses and displacements a
wedge–specimen interface. We can argue here that fo
small contact area~point source–receiver!, it is sufficient to
prescribe the boundary condition at the wedge–specimen
terface in terms of either tractions or displacements, wh

e

FIG. 13. Model for the study of the boundary conditions at the emitte
at
are
FIG. 14. A comparison of the boundary conditions
the emitter. Prescribed stress and displacements
closely related.
Rus, Wooh, and Gallego: Analysis and design of wedge transducers
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simplifies the modeling of a NDE system and thus redu
the computation time. To prove this, we compare the f
quency response of the point source model with that of
complete model whose surface is prescribed either by
placements or by stresses.

Figure 13 shows a NDE setup where transmitting a
receiving wedge transducers are placed on the surface
half space. Figure 14 shows the frequency responses o
output signals due to uniform input. The frequency respon
are computed for three different models:~a! the boundary
condition of the transmitter is prescribed by uniform stress
~b! the transmitter boundary condition is prescribed by u
form displacements; and~c! a complete wedge mode. Wha
we can observe in Fig. 14 is that the gains for the th
different modes are very similar. The only difference is th
scale. This validates our argument that the three mo
make very little difference in analyzing a wedge-based N
system. We may choose a simple model that significa
reduces the computation time.

V. CONCLUSIONS

From this study, we obtained conclusions and directio
for the effective design of wedge transducers. We also
merically demonstrated their advantages with respect to
rectivity, frequency responses and computation efficiency

We obtained a few simple but important guidelines
design, summarized as follows:

d A small contact area improves directivity.
d A higher wedge produces a uniform response for direc

ity and frequency, but extremely slender wedges supp
high frequency components. A wedge of medium hei
produces best results.

d Horn-like shapes do not necessarily improve the per
mance.

d The presence of a well-designed wedge significantly
proves the response for the complete range of frequen
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